This is an uncorrected, automatic translation from Google Docs - an
excuse for the inevitable mistakes!
Dos & Don'ts –
The event schedule at the Fernreisemobiltreffen
We wish everyone to leave this meeting with a smile. For this reason, we recommend that all those who do not like
our rules or do not care about other events. In the event of violations of these rules, a ban on the place or house
may be forbidden for future meetings.
• Guests and participants are always enthusiastic about the peaceful character of this meeting. Take care and help
those who seek a place!
► There are many children on the pitch. Please do not take unnecessary trips. The provisions of the Road Traffic
Regulations (StVO) apply. The style of our meeting does not fit:
► loud music, roaring motors, roaring billiards, off-road driving, military friends.
► Night rest: Let generators and loud diesel heaters rest at night - thank you!
► The separated WoMo parking space of the municipality of Enkirch is exclusively intended for its guests and can
not be used by us.
• Friends and stakeholders are happy to be together. Areas may be reserved ONLY in consultation with us barriers only with reservation document!
► No car castles, barriers and surface requirements at the expense of others. Please save space and take care of
those who are only able to arrive on Fridays - thank you!
• Please leave your parking space more beautiful than you have found it!
► Please take away garbage.
► Operate the barbecue grill at least 25cm above ground level! → Please bring "spacers"!
► Dogs must always be kept on a leash, also near their own parking space, even very small ones and those who are
quite good, have never bitten someone or are not used to a leash. → Please ensure that the "business" of your dog
lands in the dog droppable waste containers!
► Engine oil: Protect nature with cardboard under "spill models"!
• Many participants discover spare parts for historical vehicles. Others show what they no longer need, that is,
travel-specific and used items.
► Willy's meeting is not a market. No new product. No commercial sale.
It is to be expected that inspections will be carried out by the Ordnungsamt.
► Space requirement: As a maximum acceptable for private offers, a wallpaper table size applies directly to your
own vehicle.
► Sunday rest: Every offering of goods on Sundays has been forbidden in Rhineland-Palatinate since 2010.
The meeting is conducted by us privately. Who takes part is our personal guest. Participation is at your own risk and
risk. For the duration of the meeting, as well as for the days before and after, the area used will be subject to our
house law. Anyone who violates the rules must expect an immediate ban and a ban on future meetings. Klaus
Schütz documents the meeting photographically, his picture report is published.
Here, globetrotters meet, exchange information, help each other with the preparation of travel, find travel partners
and, after long journeys, make contact with peers in their homeland. The dzg supports this meeting, as it pursues
the same objectives. The organizers are members of the dzg and offer dzg members a reduced cost contribution to
the meeting.

